
Birmingham Jones Pt.1 
The name 's Birmingham, Birmingham Jones. On account of the proximity of my conception. 
1959 in December, a cold wet night and my Moms was hooking near New Street Station. 
Looking for some warmth, even if it came from the booze-soaked vomit inducing cock stench 
of the local brickie William Saxonville. Saxon-vile more like. Son-o-bitch would be the 1 to 
my Mother's 0, the cum-dripping, piss-stinking, blood and vomit-soaked sperm donor, a mere 
1 minute 20 seconds into intoxicated transactional penetration and old saggy bollocks fired me 
like a clown in a cannon into the inner warmth of the gap between Sheila Jones' clammy damp 
hairy legs. 10 Bob later, (£10.95 in today's money), and a toke on the ol' snuff box and on he 
walked on triumphantly...out of her life, leaving her with a gift in the belly. 

Despite her attempts to rid herself of my parasitic existence, I lived on. She dropped me still 
dripping with quim and smelling like a queef, covered in blood and shit, wrapped in newspaper 
like tomorrow's fish and chips. On the steps of a local Church, a mere mid-August evening I 
lay in waiting for a new chapter, a fresh start at the beginning of life. Too soon? Not for 
everyone. Not for me. Some people want a fresh start in their 40's. I guess I was just an old 
soul pushed out into the cold of the world through a hot overused gap. A new start was the best 
thing for me. Being abandoned was an early Christmas present. Or it should have been. Letting 
out a mighty whale and a whimper I called for help only to be ignored until t'was almost too 
late. I passed out from exhaustion and exposure. I almost lost my extremities despite the 
humidity in the air that evening in 1950. There I was. Off to a terrific start. A fighter. A damn 
dirty dog from the start. The bastard son of a Whore and a recently deceased semi-pro alcoholic 
street fighter and full-time butcher. 

By the time I could walk, despite my difficult start, I was always fascinated with the usual 
things that most boys my age liked. Robots, space, rockets, superheroes and tits. By the time I 
could pick up a book I found the images in the sexual education of the biology chapter of the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica arousing, not that I understood the concept...nor would I until I was 
5 years old. That sensation was bestowed upon me in the form of a secret gift by my new 
neighbour's older brother. I recall asking my new adoptive parents if it was right and okay that 
Tim, Henry's older brother from next door would tell me that he loved me and would kiss me 
when I slept over to spend time with Henry who was the same age as me. 

I recall that shortly after that series of questions the police came to chase a bad guy through our 
house, just like in the movies. They knocked on our door, ran through the house, out the back 
door, over the grass towards the back wall and jumped over it, the full 6 foot of it with ease 
and chased someone who looked a lot like Tim down the alley before beating the suspect to 
within an inch of his life. I never saw Tim again and I was never allowed to stay over at Henry's 
house again. In fact, Henry never spoke to me much after that and his parents weren't as nice 
as they used to be in the beginning when I first moved into that house. I had to play with the 
other neighbourhood kids from then on, but I never felt like one of the team after those days. I 
wasn't allowed out to play as long as the other kids which were especially painful in the 
Summer. Going to bed when the sun is up is almost as torturous as having to get up for school 
or work when its pitch-black outside in the morning. I hated it then and I still hate it today. 

Shortly afterwards we moved to the countryside. I wasn't used to that level of freedom as I was 
born to the city. The pace of life was different, the air was fresher and the scenery greener, but 
I now had a sneaky whisper inside of my head that my doctor would go on to describe as 



anxiety, confidence, assertive and hypervigilance issues 30 years later. In the countryside, I 
could wander around and interact with farm and wild animals and wander with a packed 
rucksack of comics, drawings, pens, pencils and paper, sandwiches and pop, conquers and 
binoculars and an old spoon for digging. I had total freedom. Especially after Bill left. 

He was my guardian and husband of Mary the woman who agreed to take me in after the nuns 
grew tired of my ass. They didn't have the patience of Saints and I was not a fan of their habits. 
Bill and Mary got into many discussions about how best to do things and one day Bill was very 
insistent on winning his argument so much so that Mary decided to leave the house and go for 
a late-night walk in her nightie. Apparently, it was either that or Bill was going to do some late-
night DIY with me and my new adopted sibling Rupert. 

Unaware, both of us asleep in the bunk beds they recently built for us. I was on the top bunk 
as I was the slightly older of the two. We tried it the other way around once but after an early 
morning golden shower followed by a beatdown, he figured it would be best to swap. Bill was 
furious and held a hammer over our heads, as much as I would like to suggest that he was 
measuring up to put up an advent calendar for us for Christmas that wasn't to be the case. Faced 
with an ultimatum, Mary left on her walk and passed by the local farmer's house where she 
knocked on in the hope of borrowing some wellington boots as the rain had soaked her through. 
The farmer and his wife and son helped her get dry and provided her with some clothes and as 
she explained to them how silly the argument was and how she got her black eye from a tree 
outside and her other injuries from walking in the country in the pitch-black of night. They 
decided that it would be best to send some coppers to see how the DIY was proceeding. The 
next thing I know I was being woken up by a police officer and asked to grab some things and 
leave the house. The DIY had gotten out of hand and Bill had got some red paint on his nose. 
The policemen were taking him away to get him some help with that. Apparently, one of the 
coppers tried to help Bill with the DIY and ended up putting paint on his face and his nose. 
Escorted into a friend's car and taken to their house. There we stayed, confined like prisoners 
of war, waiting. Waiting for what? Tempers flared, and arguments occurred in the high-
pressure cooker environment. 

After a week sleeping rough at a friend's house and being beaten up by one of the older kids 
there, we returned to the house to see how the decorating had gone and to see if Bill had calmed 
down enough to love us again. We found a note saying that the decorating was too much for 
Bill and he had decided to move on. After that, freedom was never an issue again and I learned 
that even school could not contain me. Money was an issue, but what's money to a nine-year-
old other than snacks and comics? I swear I searched every day for One-Eyed-Willies Gold, I 
used my spoon until it was blunt, and holes filled the fields and gullies of the surrounding 
countryside. In the end, we waited too long, and we couldn't live in the country anymore, no 
matter how many Farmers, mechanics, and guys from the local pub stayed over, Mary couldn't 
find a new Bill to help pay the rent and despite her working so hard that we needed a babysitter 
most nights, it wasn't enough. 

At that time, I had a girlfriend, the youngest daughter of Farmer John, who would also 
temporarily kind of be my step-sister as her Pa was spending a lot of time with Mary on her 
back and playing dad. Rupert and I weren't very fit or mentally hardy what with everything we 
had been through over the past few years and I think Farmer John didn't fancy us as his heirs 
in hunting, bogging, wood chopping or egg gathering. It could have been that Mary didn't fancy 
his fat sweaty hairless body bouncing on her in the long-term or the fact that his eldest daughter 
Sarah was my second sexual experience at the tender age of 10. She was meant to be babysitting 



us but was more interested in my sleeping habits and explaining hers to me with graphical 
instructions. At least that was pleasing and left a lasting impression. I remember one of the 
older girls coming home and catching us in bed together and then Sarah wasn't allowed to sleep 
over with me anymore. Shortly after that, we moved back to the city and that is where I've been 
ever since. 

It's not easy being black in this city and it’s even harder being a black cop in the '70s. Not only 
do I have the criminals, racists and scumbags to watch out for, I also have the prejudice within 
my own department. Coming from a white family but being a black kid gives me somewhat of 
an advantage. I can go between the two worlds with ease. After all, I spent my childhood 
surrounded by white privilege in my youth and then black poverty and struggle and friction 
through my formative teenage years. Thank God for Chinese food. Mr Kim Li's on Main Street. 
Neon light buzzes and pitches whilst I wait for my order. My mouth waters as I look at the 
smoked, flattened road-kill like the roasted duck that hangs in the window of this stinking 
shithole. Bills and heads still on them. Hanging upside down, looking downwards to the 
chopping board below where Lui Chang chops them into perfectly shaped meat squares without 
even trying. After 30 years of completing any activity does anyone really need to think about 
it? I think that maybe after that amount of time it’s the activity that uses the individual rather 
than the individual completing the activity. It’s as though the routine has a life of its own and 
demands to be conducted again and again. This is a third-generation establishment and the 
original Mr Kim is long dead. A local rumour says that his ashes are what flavours the salted 
pork as it is consistent and crisp each and every time just like when he served it. Fables and 
fake news, bullshit and myths. What's the difference? 

"Order No. 69" the small dark-haired wrinkle free girlfriend of Chang calls out. I greet her with 
a childish chuckle on my back-breath. "erm, yeah, 69" I winked, "That's my lucky number". 
Chang didn't even flinch. I wonder if he understood. I heard that Asians have horizontal lines 
where Western woman have vertical ones? Maybe they didn't understand the reference. I need 
to stop hanging out in gin joints and listening to the prejudiced ramblings of drunks. It can be 
difficult to avoid life's lower pitted mines in my line of work. Who would have guessed that 
my love of heroes and probably even that fateful night of Bill's exodus would have a lasting 
impression on me? Policework ain't easy. Walking the line ain't easy in Birmingham. It’s hard 
to remain positive in a country that can't even qualify for the competition that was invented 
here. Everyone is pissed off about it, blaming the Italians for the defeat. Finland, Italy and 
Luxembourg were England's opponents in Group Two. It was always to be a two-horse race 
between the former champions, England and Italy, neither of whom dropped a point against 
the other two nations. Italy drew first blood against England with a 2-0 win in Rome, leaving 
a bitter goal difference. England's only realistic hope to qualify, assuming that they could win 
the return against the Italians, at Wembley was starting to look rocky. Don Revie was 
obviously, not hopeful because he quit at the end of the 1976-77 season the bastard. Ron 
Greenwood took over as caretaker-manager, to see the boys through the qualifying campaign. 
England didn't concede a goal in their three remaining games, but Italy's 6-1 win against 
Finland in Turin changed the fates of the two football nations. Three days prior, England only 
scored twice in Luxembourg. This left the spaghetti slurpers four goals better off than England. 
We played magnificently in beating Italy, 2-0 at Wembley, on 16 November 1977, to finish the 
fixtures two points clear and they now had an identical goal difference to Italy. Frustratingly, 
it wasn't enough. On 3rd December, Italy faced Luxembourg in Rome and needed only a single-
goal victory to eliminate England. The twats gone and did it didn't they. What a piss-taking 
shame. What a load of bollocks. Beautiful game? They could keep it. The whole nation raged 
like a betrayed lover. Grown men spat their dummies out all over the working-class towns of 



England from Bromwich to Burnley and Liverpool to Lands’ End. The classy slick-haired 
limoncello sipping Italians scored three without any English reply and booked their place in 
Argentina for the 1978 World Cup. On the 25th of June 1978, Kempes and Burtoni smashed 3 
behind the line and into the net of The Netherlands taking them to World Cup victory. At least 
it wasn't the Italians. That was three weeks ago, and the wound is still fresh. Open and sore, 
redraw and weeping. A defeat in football can be likened to a great defeat in war, 
psychologically at least. Physically the results are different, the lads usually get sore heads 
from champagne and lager and a spotted dick from the latest gold digger in the hot tub whereas 
The Saviour's age ago our boys in Europe brought home a victory that would be remembered 
forever. Their sacrifices and sore heads and lost limbs and brothers and sisters would also 
always be remembered. It's funny how times change. 33 years on and the loss of a simple game 
of football can make a nation feel as depressed as when rations were on the menu instead of 
steak and cheese flambé. 

I collect the order from the tiny hands of Chang’s girl, throw a tuppence in the tip jar and exit 
the sauna-like building. Condensation drips down the interior of the glass in the door and the 
lights outside refract through the droplets. My mind wanders, and I wonder how that happened. 
The origins of that maelstrom of emotions all started with the bill on the hanging smoked duck 
staring at me through the window. Nobody would have guessed it to look at me the range of 
emotions, memories and details that flew through my mind like a storm in winter, leaving me 
just as naked and paralysed mentally. I close the door. "Thank you, come again!" she says. 
"Fuck-a you Birmingham!" Chang yells as I close the door. He did understand, I thought to 
myself as I smiled and pulled up the collar on my leather jacket to protect my exposed neck 
from the rain. Is there anything worse than the sogging of chips in a paper wrapping in a plastic 
bag only to be revealed like a limp dick to your most wanted date on the night that you finally 
get a chance to score? When will they come up with a solution for that soggy mashed potato 
like chips? Why do I even order them...ah, because wrapped in that brown paper bag and with 
a sprinkle of salt and vinegar on there...the smell is akin to God's sweaty left toe. Still delicious 
and worthy of any hero, with that perfect amount of sourness to match the salt. I walk south 
towards my gaff and make the most of this rare night off. It can be frustrating and lonely 
working this type of job and being a 28-year-old man. I feel the urge inside me, it creeps up 
from my balls and into my lower torso through my chest and shoulders and like a lightning bolt 
it hits me in the base of my animalistic brain. I need to fuck. 

I walk up the three steps to my place and open the door to the communal hallway. I walk past 
Old Rambler and his dog. I throw Snitch a chip and he snaps at its mid-air drooling onto the 
floor below his paws. I put the key in the lock and noticed that the small piece of string I place 
in the gap between the door-frame and the panel was absent. I look down and it wasn't on the 
floor either. Did I put it there this morning? I was so tired from working 14 days straight. This 
city is brimming with crime and criminal scum. Drugs and thieves everywhere. Opening the 
door, I can smell him. Tobacco thick on the heavy air. I calmly close the door behind me and 
flick on the light switch as I walk to the kitchen. I feel the presence of something behind me 
and consider how hungry I am as I wing the food I had carefully carried home in the rain over 
my head and into the face of the intruder. He screams out in agony as molten sweet and sour 
sauce blinds him and burns his face. He raises a knife in one hand, the reflection hits my eye 
and in his other, he wields a knuckle duster. This son of a bitch means business. Who the fuck 
sent him here? I rush the stocky bastard and uppercut him he falls back toward the door and 
thuds against it. I hear Snitch bark loudly and Old Rambler shouts out, "You okay there son?" 
muffled behind the freshly cracked door. From behind some animal grabs me and tries to choke 
me out. The first knife-man is on the floor. I struggle with the powerful grip I'm faced with and 



I lunge my head backwards and hear a crack and feel a splatter of hot blood on my neck. I 
quickly step forward and kick the knife-man in the face knocking him down again and snapping 
his head and neck against the side-table. I quickly grab the duster from his fat hand before 
spinning around as quickly as possible to face the second threat. This guy, bigger than the first, 
grabs for a kitchen knife. He slashes at me. We look directly in each other's eyes. I dodge back 
and left and right until I'm able to land a decent blow to his temple. Dazed, I grab him by the 
back of his head and smash his head on the kitchen counter. He sprays blood in the air like Old 
Faithful and collapses on the floor. I take a breath and reach down for my ribs which have been 
scattered across the floor and wall near the knife-man. I take a bite and pour a drink of whiskey 
before taking a seat on a stool and looking around at the devastation that is the remains of my 
apartment. Old Rambler comes in with Snitch pushing the fat knife-man forward crumpling up 
my rug beneath him. "What the shit?" Old Rambler continues, "What the fuck happened here? 
Who are these ugly broken bastards?" I have no idea. I can't reply, out of breath I sit and shrug 
as Snitch eats the remainder of my food. Fucking dog. Just my luck. "Good boy Snitch". "I 
don't know what to tell you Rambler, I have no idea who these fat fucks are, but I am in a shit 
load of trouble now, I better call this in". 

I cuff the guy whose face looks like a blood orange after King Kong gets his teeth into it and 
escort Rambler and Snitch back out to the corridor. I notice in the pocket of the coat of the dead 
guy that there is some paper peeking out and a walkie next to him with some keys and change. 
All of them are covered in Chinese sauces and liquids. I wipe that spicy goodness off with a 
tea-towel and open up the folded yellow paper. It reads "103 Park Road Apt. 3, Midnight." 
There's a layout of my apartment drawn below. What the hell? Opening the leather flap on the 
keys I see an image of a golden horse with the word Elysium written underneath the upright 
stallion. Turning on the walkie I listen for anything, not a single word is uttered. Bad guy No 
2 starts to wriggle and move on the floor. I sit him up. He spits in my face and splattered with 
blood I raise my hand to wipe it off but instead I smash that motherfucker straight in the mouth 
with a fast-right fist. "Try that one more time fool" I forcefully grunt into his fat bloody face. 
"well say something then?" I slap him then grab his face in my left hand sizing him up for 
another right smash. "Who are you?", "...", "Who sent you here?", "...", "Not chatty eh pal? No 
worry bruv, we'll soon have you talking, won't we Randles?" I look over to my pet rat in the 
silver cage in the corner. I get up and walk over to the cage and grab Randles out of the cage. 
He's a beast and not very timid. "Randles here is unlike any other animal you've probably ever 
seen before. Yeah, you've seen dogs and cats before I'm sure but Randles here, he's a trained 
warrior. A vicious little beast whole loves nothing better than to nip and scratch his way through 
bleeding flesh." I kneel down and hold the scrambling Randles next to his face. He turns away 
sharply from left to right and stares straight into my eyes. "What the fuck are you gonna do wiv 
that filthy fucking fing. Get it away from me!" he screamed. "Oh, so you do have a voice then. 
Who are you and why are you in my apartment?". "I ain't telling you shit!... 
NIGGE...."SMASH!... I break his nose right between his eyes and blood gushes thick down his 
beard and moustache into his mouth and onto his clothes below and all over my hand and down 
my wrist and into the nooks and crannies of my gold watch. "That shit better come out!" I say 
without skipping a beat. I get some on Randles and the fierce rodent writhes in ecstasy and 
goes blood-wild, writhing around and clamouring to get to the perp. This rat is even angrier 
and hungrier than I am. Holding Randles close to his fat hairy sweaty bloody face the reflection 
of the rodent's teeth is clear in the slick of fluids on the criminal's cheek. "Get that fucking thing 
away from me!" Randles looks deep into the black of the guy's left eyeball. Twitching and 
leaking tears of fear and sweat, steam rises from his forehead as Randles searches his soul. I 
wonder, what was going through both of their minds. Despite the inner species exchange of 
hide-and-seek between beady eyes and giant pupils, I can't help this thought of ramming my 



ex's precious pet that she continually fails to collect straight down the throat of this scumbag. 
How dare he invade my fortress of solitude. How fucking dare he! I'm not going to take it 
anymore, I repeat over and over feeling a rush of hot blood flow up the back of my neck and 
into my ears. My throat throbs and my chest tightens. "IM NOT GONNA FUCKIN' TAKE 
THIS SHIT ANYMORE!" I roar as I take Randles in my right hand clasping him tight and I 
push the perps head back and rip his mouth open. I lean forward, and he screams, 
"Stop...skrop...sropt it ilgg terll you everything you want to know" I remove my filthy fingers 
from his mouth and drop Randles to the ground gently. "Speak shithead or its rat sandwich 
time". 

Just then the door opens and... Sergeant Underwood bursts in with Alpha Team. "What is going 
on here detective?". "That is a good question, sir. I finished work, said goodnight to the team, 
headed to Kim Li's and ordered the usual before walking home to find Tweedle dead and 
Tweedle dummy there hiding in here ready to attack me. I could smell their B.O. before I 
entered the room and when they attacked me I tried my best to control the situation, but they 
brought tools and all I had was order 69 and a bad attitude to help me out. I took out the dead 
guy and then managed to take down and cuff this guy. I've been unable to get any information 
from him and he was hostile as you can see from his blood splatters on my face." my account 
made the sergeant frown, but he was pleased with the results here, I could see it in the corner 
of his eyes. Underwood was as readable as a book. He liked to talk a tough game, but we go 
way back, and we've had each other's back on more than one occasion. I recall the time that 
some of the other team were in the locker room last winter. I'd not long made detective and the 
old boys weren't happy about a black guy taking the lead on serious cases. In fact, their closed 
minded bigoted spiteful hate was deep routed in white pride and hatred of all foreigners fuelled 
by the Rivers of Blood speech by Enoch Powell. At least that's how it seems to me. Call it 
ignorant or blackanioa but it’s difficult to take another view when almost every white person 
looks at me like I'm a criminal or through me like I don't exist. It's hard to get ahead in this 
country despite being born here and raised in a white family. The colour of my skin won't 
dictate my destiny, I will control my fate. That's what I try to remind myself when burly white 
guys surround me and threaten me to lead me to fight my way out. On that occasion, I was 
almost beat until Moses Underwood came in the locker room pulled my black ass outta that ass 
whooping. "Listen, Birmingham, I know you, you’re a sick son of a bitch. What were you doing 
here? And what is that?" he points towards Randles humping and wrestling with a spicy rib 
bone tearing the flesh from the tough hollow tube-like food stick. "That's Randles sir and that 
was the remainder of my evening meal. I wasn't doing anything here but securing the perp for 
your arrival." "Officer Trumbull, Officer Avis take this person to the van and transport him 
back to the station. Call the coroner and inform him that we have a cold one for him". Avis and 
Trumbull acknowledge the orders and close down the crime scene taking my attacker 
downtown. "Jones, I don't care for your methods kid. I expect better from you. This is a violent 
scene that I don't even know how to begin to explain to the commissioner. You're more than 
likely in deep shit here boyo." "Look, Moses, I'm gonna be frank with you. You're gonna let 
me lead this case and figure out why these cats were here in the first place. You can't expect 
me to allow this kind of shit to pass for free. This is my home sergeant." "I know it is, but this 
is a bloody mess. You've got one dead white guy who looks like a demon has vomited on him, 
he stinks like a Korean hooker and you've got this other fella who no doubt will testify against 
you, and you being black...you have the odds stacked against you in a court here. I know that's 
not the way it should be, detective or not, you're gonna have to come up with some decent 
explanation for all of this." He gestures around the war zone that is my property. "I'll meet you 
back at the station Moses.", "Just make sure you do Birmingham, get cleaned up, go take a 
wash and change those clothes. I'll meet you down at my desk in an hour.", "Cheers Sarge." 



Underwood and the other lads roll out with the dead guy and his pal. The photographer takes 
images and I give an official statement to PC Amos. They all leave and I breath deep. Looking 
around I don't know where to start but I pick up some of the mess and slightly open the kitchen 
window. The stink of villainy lingers, the fumes off of those white guys B.O. burns my nostrils. 

20 minutes later I exit the shower and put on Black Moses side A track 7. I can't get enough of 
Going in Circles by Isaac Hayes. I dry off, grab some fresh threads and boots and gather the 
evidence I procured before heading out. I don't know why I didn't hand it over to Moses, I guess 
even though he's a good guy he's still white and I don't completely trust him. It’s hard to know 
who to trust in this world. I can't trust my parents. I can't trust my guardians. I can't trust my 
colleagues or my bitch of an ex Simone. Catching her with a mouthful of cock in the local KFC 
would normally not be an issue if that shit was deep fried in batter and not attached to the area 
manager. Fucking Simone. I step over the mess on the floor. I'll see if the building supervisor 
can help me with the clean-up tomorrow. I head back down Main Street and past Li's place 
onto Ladywell Walk. Heading towards Upper Dean Street I can see the outline of St Michael's 
Steeple in the distance, the moonrise behind it. The walkie starts to crackle but I don't initially 
hear it due to the traffic on the road and the marketplace setting-up for the morning's potential 
trade. Passing by Alison Street towards the station I notice the perp leaving the back of the 
station and getting into a Black BMW 323i licence plate VMX 666. "What the fuck?!". I run 
down Alison Street towards the car and without any notice, I'm hit on the back of the head and 
tumbled into the boot. How did I end up in this situation? Good job my afro took most of the 
blow and I'm only slightly concussed. I hear muffled voices. An American? No, Northern Irish? 
Shit, I can't make it out...I hear Brogan or Broken...I can't wait to get out of here I'm gonna 
smack a bitch when I bust out of here. Jesus, I feel so sick. Left turn, bumps, water, gravel, 
bumps, more turns, right, left, straight...we're slowing down...momentarily. I dry heave, saliva 
pouring from my mouth and onto the rough corduroy carpet in the boot pressed upon my face. 
At least there is that new car smell to enjoy. Scotch guard and chemicals. The walkie is gone 
but the note and the keys I still have. I can tell because I'm led like a hyped-up Princess and the 
Pea only it's not a pea under a mattress it’s a super sharp pointy key under my thigh muscle 
piercing my jeans. My foot has gone dead with pins and needles and I'm desperate for a piss. 
More humps and bumps and we come to a steady wet stop. The air coming through the gaps 
smells cold and fresh. I can hear the crunch of twigs and bustle of leaves...I'm in a forest. 

We hadn't been travelling for long, 25 minutes or so. I can hear water and wild foul. The water 
and the forest, the time travelling, and the coolness of the air can narrow it down to a few places 
outside of the city but my best guess in on Earlswood. The proximity of Earlswood forests and 
the lakes would make it a decent place for some gangsters to rid themselves of a copper like 
me, but I can't think of anything I've done to piss off any major players to result in this action. 
Except for the death of that guy earlier, I mean before that...I rack my brain thinking what I 
have gotten myself involved in. I shut down a lot of petty theft and drug deals recently, but this 
is extreme for those small-time crooks. My panicky train of thought is cut short by the smooth 
opening of the boot. I kick out with my dead leg and fists but there's nobody there. I start to 
make out the outside surroundings as I pull myself out of the confines of the boot. There's a 
light mist dropping from shoulder height and the morning light is starting to burn through it. 
Looking around there are no footprints, no tyre marks despite the fact I know the car travelled 
here by wheel. I'm stood in a clearing next to a barn and a country house. The mud beneath my 
feet is ruining my boots and I'm hungry as shit. How did I get here? I still don't know where 
here actually is, but I need to figure it out soon and get back to the city. Moses is expecting me, 
and I need to get back in time or I'm gonna be in deep shit. There's a really sweet sickly smell 
of silage in the surrounding fields. I love that old familiar smell. It's lost in the city and on the 



rare occasions I do get to the countryside it's one of my secret pleasures. I'm expecting to get 
jumped at any moment. I check the car but there are no keys. There's nothing. I head North 
towards the house and notice a colony of rabbits eating brush and verge. They notice me and 
some of them stay perfectly still until I pass by. I open the huge ironclad gate of the country 
estate and walk up the drive. Something's not right here. I look around for some life in the 
house but there isn't one light on. I walk up to the beautiful wooden doorway and carefully 
push my way past some sharp rose bushes to peek inside the window. The decor is a bit ancient 
looking. Maybe this is some sort of national heritage site? I decide that even though I'm the 
law it's probably not a great idea to be snooping around some huge posh house and estate 
gardens in the middle of the night in the countryside. In the distance, I hear rustling in the 
bushes by the edge of the garden wall. Quickly turning around, I am slapped straight in the face 
by a bat. Not a very large one but a tiny little squirmy and wild thing. I flinch and slap it out of 
my face and let out a little sound of surprise that can be compared to that of a small child on 
Halloween. That rustling is getting more prominent. "Hello?" I mutedly call out. "Is someone 
there? This is the Police." Suddenly, a family of hedgehogs come out of the bushes and saunter 
casually toward the pond sniffing out snails and other creepy things. Way out of my depth I 
walk towards the back of the house. It’s cold and the clouds and mist aren't making it easy for 
a brother to stay temperate. I look around the back of the house and see a stable with many 
large horses inside and someone laid in the hay asleep next to them. I make out the outline of 
a woman wearing unusual clothing. What is a woman doing sleeping with horses? What the 
hell is going on here? I look around being careful not to wake her or to disturb the horses. 
There's some movement from the stable on the right and a slight whinny and sniffing can be 
heard. I can make out the courtyard at the back of the house and I see only thin wheel tracks 
and hoofprints and three sets of footprints, two larger boot-like and one smaller, suitable for 
the size of the sleeping woman on the loose hay. This all seems very odd. I'm going to have to 
wake her and get some help. Those guys who packed me into the trunk and brought me here 
might return at any moment and I've got no idea what I'm going to do if they do. With no 
apparent way of calling back-up my options are limited to running or fighting. I'm not one for 
running but I'm unsure if I have the strength to fight. It's been a long time since I've had a 
decent meal or a decent night's sleep. Maybe it would be best for me to find a perch and get 
some shut eye till the morning? I notice a warm looking patch of hay up in the roof of the 
stables. It's discrete enough to not disturb anyone or be disturbed. At least not till morning, 
yeah, that's what I'll do. I'll just rest a while and figure all this shit out then. I reach up into the 
rafters and with my remaining energy, I manage to hoist myself up into the corner behind some 
boxes. I notice a family of mice scurrying around in the hay disturbed by my presence, but I 
don't care. I'm used to bedding down with vermin. One more night won't make much difference 
to Birmingham Jones. 

TBC... 

 


